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Abstract:  
The Ukrainian conflict is impacting Greece's strategic fundamentals. Greece was among the first 
countries to send arms to Ukraine, besides adopting a very harsh language towards Moscow. It thus 
seems to be breaking with its traditional position consisting in adhering to EU and NATO policies, 
while, at the same time, keeping working relations with Russia where possible. Indeed, Greece is 
trying to use the opportunity offered by the Ukrainian conflict to enhance its position in the regional 
security architecture in the making, to secure its interests. This move is especially vis-à-vis Turkey, 
still perceived as a threat, given the apparent benefits of the war in Ukraine for Ankara and NATO's 
indulgence towards its designs in the Aegean Sea and the Eastern Mediterranean. 

 
Greece was among the first countries to supply Ukraine with arms: 400 AK-47 assault rifles, rocket 
launchers and ammunition. It had also agreed with Berlin to deliver Soviet BMP-1 infantry fighting 
vehicles in exchange for the prior acquisition - due to the perceived Turkish threat - of more modern 
German Marder vehicles. This marks a major milestone, as Greece never sends weapons abroad as a 
matter of principle1. On the other hand, Athens has so far2 not agreed to Washington's request to deliver 
Harpoon anti-ship missiles, which are considered too important for its defense against Turkey. At the 
same time, Athens has adopted a very tough language towards Moscow, similar to that of Eastern 
European countries and the United States. This indicates a second break: the move away from a 
traditional position of unambiguous but not overzealous fulfilment of Greece's obligations as a member 
of the EU and NATO, given that - unlike its partners - its primary security problem is Turkey, rather 
than Russia. 
This Greek position on the Ukrainian conflict and the latter’s effects on Greece's strategic 
fundamentals should therefore be explained, given that this conflict had immediate consequences in 
the Eastern Mediterranean. 
 
CHANGING POSITIONS VIS-À-VIS THE ONGOING RECOMPOSITIONS 
 
The announcement of French-Greek-Turkish cooperation for a humanitarian mission in Mariupol is 
symptomatic of the uncertainty that followed the Russian invasion. The idea was initially a soft-power 
initiative to display a willingness to cooperate at low cost, in a climate in which being responsible for 
a resurgence of intra-NATO tensions was to be avoided3. However, its implementation was 

 
1 With the exception of Patriot missile  sent to Saudi Arabia. 
2 As of the beginning of June 2022. 
3 The Greek Defence Minister's statement that "this is not the best time to talk against Turkey in NATO" is quite symptomatic of the mood 
in the Alliance at the beginning of the conflict. 

https://www.reuters.com/business/aerospace-defense/germany-supply-ifvs-greece-athens-deliver-soviet-weapons-kyiv-scholz-2022-05-31/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1183797/tank-dispatch-to-ukraine-conditional/
https://www.rfi.fr/en/international/20220326-france-working-on-humanitarian-operation-for-mariupol-evacuations-with-turkey-greece
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/greece-signs-deal-provide-saudi-arabia-with-patriot-air-defence-system-2021-04-20/
https://www.cnn.gr/politiki/story/308571/n-panagiotopoylos-den-einai-i-kalyteri-epoxi-na-les-pragmata-enantion-tis-toyrkias-sto-nato
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problematic from the beginning and its relevance was quickly undermined by the operational reality 
on the ground. The ability of France, Greece and their Turkish rival to carry out low-level cooperation 
together was therefore not tested. 
 

At the same time, the visit of the Greek Prime Minister K. Mitsotakis to Turkey in mid-March 2022 
gave the impression of a lasting lull. However, a resumption of tensions quickly followed in the 
Aegean, indicating that Ankara was not giving ground. Denouncing the escalation, Greece eventually 
activated its air defense system, a rare move, while placing its armed forces stationed on land border 
and in the Aegean Sea on heightened alert. Turkey in turn denounced violations of its airspace by the 
Hellenic air force, with the press loyal to R. T. Erdogan suspecting that Greek pilots had been trained 
to use Rafales long before they were purchased, and even that they were piloted by French pilots. 
These reactions came after the signature, at the end of March 2022, of the final agreement for the sale 
of six additional Rafales to Greece and three Belharra frigates. In late May 2022, Turkey terminated 
unilaterally its political cooperation with Greece. These developments suggest a continuation of 
existing positions and a confirmation of the French breakthrough in the Greek-Turkish equation which, 
besides, seems compatible with the American comeback in the region. 
 
It is in this context of structural changes - thus of uncertainty - that R. T. Erdogan tries, for his part, to 
accelerate the normalization of his relations with some regional actors: Israel, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, 
and the United Arab Emirates. Greece’s concerns about the possible end of Turkey’s isolation is 
therefore not unfounded. However, a return to the previous situation - Athens' solitude in a "tête-à-
tête" with Ankara - now seems to have been overcome4. Greece, therefore, seems to be getting closer 
to its objectives: becoming a reliable player able to counterbalance a disproportionate and potentially 
destabilizing Turkish regional presence, and most importantly, fulfilling its role as the main energy, 
the strategic and economic interface between Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean. 
 
THE CYPRIOT ISSUE AND THE UKRAINIAN CONFLICT 
 
Some similarities between the two conflicts 
 
Even if their impact on international security is different, the Ukrainian and Cypriot conflicts share 
legal and factual similarities: invasion and occupation in name of population protection, secession, and 
recognition of pseudo-states5. In his address to the US Congress, K. Mitsotakis linked these two 
conflicts, as Greece and Cyprus have a vested interest in seeing the fundamental principle of territorial 
integrity and independence applied in Cyprus as in Ukraine. 
 
On the opposite, Turkey, despite having expressed itself in favor of Ukraine's integrity, has a greater 
interest in managing the territorial and political consequences of military faits accomplis than in 
seeking to nullify them. This is what is suggested by the diplomatic approach of R. T. Erdogan, initially 
overplayed by the pro-government press, but which now seems to have run out of steam6. The 
application of this logic in Ukraine would allow Ankara to increase the threshold of acceptability of 
its interventions (Cyprus, Syria, Iraq, Libya) and trivialize expeditionary and expansionist logics as 

 
4 The fact that every step of rapprochement of these states with Turkey is systematically preceded or followed by steps towards Greece 
and/or Cyprus shows that the Abraham Accords are working. 
5 In this respect, the fact that V. Zelenski made no reference to the Turkish occupation during his address to the Cypriot Parliament caused 
great irritation. 
6 As of the beginning of June 2022. 

https://www.rfi.fr/en/international/20220330-france-says-mariupol-humanitarian-mission-not-possible-at-this-stage
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/turkey-greece-agree-improve-ties-amid-ukraine-conflict-2022-03-13/
https://www.in.gr/2022/03/14/english-edition/25-violations-greek-airspace-reported-day-mitsotakis-erdogan-meeting-istanbul/
https://english.alaraby.co.uk/news/turkey-accuses-greek-warplanes-violating-airspace
https://www.yenisafak.com/gundem/ikinci-el-provokasyon-fransadan-rafale-alan-atina-gerilimi-tirmandiriyor-3818791
https://www.mod.mil.gr/en/minister-of-national-defence-nikolaos-panagiotopoulos-and-minister-of-the/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1185760/turkey-breaks-off-high-level-talks-with-greece-as-rift-grows/
https://www.euronews.com/2022/05/24/uk-turkey-greece-erdogan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ghUQnQOK5Y8#t=07m25s
https://www.reuters.com/world/greek-parliament-approves-defence-pact-change-eve-pms-visit-us-2022-05-12/
https://cyprus-mail.com/2022/05/18/mitsotakis-speech-to-us-congress-highlighted-greeces-cyprus-role-in-region-says-anastasiades-says/
https://www.ot.gr/2022/03/19/english-edition/dendias-for-us-the-territorial-integrity-of-states-is-sacred-gospel/
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/diplomacy/turkey-ready-to-host-putin-zelenskyy-meeting-erdogan-says
https://www.dailysabah.com/politics/news-analysis/the-eyes-and-ears-of-the-world-are-in-turkey-for-peace
https://www.dailysabah.com/opinion/columns/the-west-should-be-grateful-to-erdogan-for-peace-efforts
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/analysis/analysis-turkiyes-role-in-progress-towards-peace-in-ukraine/2551036
https://www.yenisafak.com/en/news/the-west-must-support-turkeys-ukraine-diplomacy-analysis-3592892
https://apnews.com/article/russia-ukraine-islamic-state-group-politics-middle-east-a1293989c40712ae4a789311f88bcb45
https://www.euronews.com/2022/04/18/turkey-launches-new-military-offensive-in-northern-iraq
https://www.libyaobserver.ly/inbrief/turkey%E2%80%99s-presidency-asks-parliament-extend-military-mission-libya
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/06/saudi-crown-prince-balances-turkey-visit-stops-greece-and-cyprus?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=briefly%20turkey%20622022%20June%202%202022%20337&utm_content=briefly%20turkey%20622022%20June%202%202022%20337+CID_8ab54e12e1dcabcf89c7ef3d27a30123&utm_source=campmgr&utm_term=Read%20More
https://www.timesofisrael.com/herzog-heads-to-greece-for-state-visit-as-turkey-detente-brews/
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/turkey-hopes-uae-investment-deals-during-ankara-talks-2021-11-24/
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/05/uae-greece-sign-42-billion-agreement
https://www.timesofisrael.com/herzog-heads-to-greece-for-state-visit-as-turkey-detente-brews/
https://www.middleeastmonitor.com/20220527-tension-overshadows-israel-turkiye-ties-over-israel-army-drill-in-cyprus/
https://www.mfa.gov.tr/sc_-13_-gkry-ile-israil-in-ortaklasa-gerceklestirdigi-agapinor-2022-askeri-tatbikati-hk-sc.en.mfa
https://greekreporter.com/2022/04/08/zelensky-cyprus-russia/
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well as  territorial and political restructuration, as to reflect the balance of power. The current juncture 
is precisely one of a hardening Turkish position over Cyprus. Moving towards a two-state solution and 
opening the Famagusta7 area to settlement, Turkey is increasing the militarization of the occupied 
areas of Cyprus while organizing the political and economic conditions for a de facto annexation. 
 
The energy crisis and Cyprus 
 

The cut-off of Russian gas inevitably raises the thorny issue of the exploitation and transit of natural 
resources in the Eastern Mediterranean. The pressure for their exploitation - and thus for the settlement 
or mitigation of regional conflicts – is expected to increase. In this context, it is Cyprus that is most 
likely to become the receptacle of such pressure, which will be added to the challenges raised by the 
systematic dismantling of its dense relations with Moscow. 
 
Therefore, more than reflecting a lack of vision, the withdrawal of American support for the East Med 
gas pipeline - on the eve of a conflict that Washington had foreseen - is first and foremost a desire to 
organize the Russian-Turkish disconnection. One of the effects of this disconnection is expected to be 
the increase in the strategic sealing between Russia and Turkey; the closure of Turkish airspace to 
Russian aircraft bound for Syria is a prime example. In return, it can be expected that the strategic 
porosity on Turkey's southern flank will increase. The words of the Deputy Secretary of State V. 
Nuland that "the Eastern Mediterranean needs energy, whatever the conditions", and the Turkish 
Foreign Minister Cavusoglu's call for the EU to put pressure on Nicosia to accept the solution of a gas 
pipeline from Israel to Turkey via Cyprus without first resolving the Cyprus problem, clearly show the 
logic at work. At the same time, Greece, Cyprus and Israel remain in limbo on the East Med. 
 
WHAT ABOUT LIBYA? 
 
With its oil and gas reserves, Libya could play a role in making Russia's energy isolation project more 
credible. It is therefore not to be excluded that Turkey might try to regain the initiative in the country. 
This would allow Turkey to restore an efficient tool for exercising regional pressure. Turkey might be 
hoping to make its intervention there harder to criticize the basis of its opposition to Russia, also 
operating in Libya. Such a development would be highly detrimental to Greece, which is seeking to 
dissolve the 2019 Turkish-Libyan agreement that deprives it of access to the Eastern Mediterranean 
and large areas South of Crete. Despite its massive rejection by regional actors, this agreement persists 
and continues to serve Turkey's regional strategy of undermining the enforcement of conventional law 
through the accumulation of faits accomplis. 
 
In this respect, none of the concessions that Greece has just granted to launch its hydrocarbon 
production, in response to the energy crisis, is located in an area directly claimed by Turkey, which 
shows that Athens does not want an escalation for which it could be considered responsible. However, 
some of the blocks granted in southwest Crete overlap with the area claimed by the Tripoli government 
under the 2019 agreement. Moreover, Greece takes very seriously the project - this time supported by 
Washington - of an electrical interconnection by submarine cable with Egypt, which passes through 
the same area. 
 

 
7 Both actions are contrary to Security Council resolutions. K. Mitsotakis also reiterated to J. Biden that a two-state solution was 
unacceptable. 

https://www.dw.com/en/turkeys-erdogan-calls-for-two-state-solution-in-cyprus/a-55608867
https://www.euronews.com/2021/07/23/un-security-council-condemns-turkish-move-to-reopen-cyprus-ghost-town-varosha
https://cyprus-mail.com/2022/04/27/cyprus-makes-representations-to-unsg-over-turkish-violations/
https://philenews.com/eidiseis/politiki/article/1462968/analysi-politiko-chaos-sta-katechomena
https://cyprus-mail.com/2022/05/29/ankara-asserting-absolute-authority-over-north/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/235366/russian-government-voices-veiled-threat-against-cyprus/
https://cy.usembassy.gov/us-imet-training-for-cyprus/
https://2017-2021.state.gov/assistant-secretary-for-political-military-affairs-r-clarke-cooper-on-his-recent-travel-to-greece-the-republic-of-cyprus-and-bulgaria/index.html
https://in-cyprus.philenews.com/cyprus-forbids-mooring-of-five-russian-navy-ships-this-week-due-to-ukraine-war/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1181406/us-asks-cyprus-to-transfer-its-russian-made-weapons-to-ukraine/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1181644/nuland-no-time-or-money-for-pipelines/
https://www.jpost.com/international/article-693866
https://www.haaretz.com/middle-east-news/turkey/turkey-closes-airspace-to-russian-planes-carrying-troops-to-syria-1.10758255
https://www.kathimerini.gr/politics/561797341/synenteyxi-viktoria-noylant-stin-k-nai-se-lng-ochi-se-agogoys-sti-mesogeio/
https://www.financialmirror.com/2022/04/15/if-turkey-recognises-cyprus-all-energy-deals-on-table/
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/06/could-turkey-israel-rapprochement-lead-gas-agreement?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=daily%20622022%20June%202%202022%20240&utm_content=daily%20622022%20June%202%202022%20240+CID_1f13fd2b431706545b83a7ae3e221b5f&utm_source=campmgr&utm_term=Could%20Turkey-Israel%20rapprochement%20lead%20to%20gas%20agreement
https://www.mfa.gr/en/current-affairs/statements-speeches/minister-of-foreign-affairs-nikos-dendias-remarks-at-the-delphi-economic-forum-vii-and-the-session-europe-after-ukraine-09-04-2022.html
https://cyprus-mail.com/2022/03/16/pilides-cautious-over-prospects-for-reviving-eastmed-pipeline/
https://greekcitytimes.com/2022/04/13/israel-ambassador-energy-russia/
https://atalayar.com/en/content/bashagha-visits-turkey-unblock-political-crisis-libya
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-turkey-libya-idUSKBN1Y213I
https://www.mfa.gr/en/current-affairs/statements-speeches/joint-declaration-adopted-by-the-ministers-of-foreign-affairs-of-cyprus-egypt-france-greece-and-the-united-arab-emirates-11052020.html
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/41768/12-euco-final-conclusions-en.pdf
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/israel-opposes-turkey-libya-maritime-border-accord-611901
https://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/1/64/374391/Egypt/Politics-/Egypt,-Saudi-Arabia,-Greece,-Cyrpus,-Bahrain-urge-.aspx
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N20/109/09/PDF/N2010909.pdf?OpenElement
https://www.tovima.gr/2022/04/04/international/mitsotakis-roadmap-for-gas-exploration-is-announced/
https://www.ot.gr/2022/03/28/english-edition/the-three-scenarios-for-greeces-natural-gas-deposits/
https://abcnews.go.com/International/wireStory/greece-vows-link-egypts-energy-grid-european-union-80661170
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1182248/greece-egypt-electricity-interconnection-will-upgrade-greeces-geostrategic-role-in-energy-security/
https://gr.usembassy.gov/statement-on-east-med-energy-cooperation/
https://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF96FF9%7D/Cyprus%20SRES541.pdf
https://www.securitycouncilreport.org/atf/cf/%7B65BFCF9B-6D27-4E9C-8CD3-CF6E4FF96FF9%7D/Cyprus%20SRES550.pdf
https://news.un.org/en/story/2021/07/1096352
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/speeches-remarks/2022/05/16/remarks-by-president-biden-first-lady-jill-biden-and-prime-minister-mitsotakis-of-greece-at-a-reception-honoring-greek-american-relations/
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Will Turkey defend "Libyan" interests - which are its own? In the volatile context of Libya, will the 
Turkish-Libyan agreement be broken, or will it become consensual among the country's political elite? 
These are all crucial questions for Athens, which may arise soon. 
 

 
THE PORT OF ALEXANDROUPOLIS 
 
In the 2010s, the Russians attempted to gain influence in Northern Greece, particularly around the port 
of Alexandroupolis. Through a combination of investments, socio-cultural initiatives and 
rapprochement with local authorities, Moscow hoped to make this area - which is the interface between 
the Mediterranean and the Balkans/Black Sea area - inhospitable to American interests. The growing 
Turkish ambivalence was already serving this purpose, and Greece - weakened by the financial crisis 
- was the next target: indeed, Greece and Turkey are locking this space, which is the very reason why 
they joined NATO the same day, in 1952. To counter this attempt, the Greek government, with the 
support of the very active American ambassador in Athens8 - and former ambassador to Kyiv during 
the Maïdan events, J. Pyatt- tried to reverse the trend by transforming this marginal port into Western 
energy and military hub. 
 
Alexandroupolis is now developing into a hub for liquefied natural gas (LNG) which will flow there 
by sea, with a transit capacity of 6.1 billion m3 per year. This project, supported by the European 
Commission and involving Northern Macedonia and Bulgaria, has the full support of the US. In this 
respect, the turn towards LNG, accelerated by the Ukrainian conflict, is rather good news: for this 
second-rate port, whose importance increases considerably; for the United States, since the LNG that 
will transit there will be partly American and will contribute to making the energy disconnection with 
Russia more credible; for Greek shipowners, who will transport this LNG. 
 
Alexandroupolis also becomes a military nexus through which the US can project forces from the 
Aegean to Romania, thus bypassing the limitations imposed by the Montreux Convention on the transit 
of armed forces through the Bosporus and freeing itself from Turkish ambiguity and transactionalism. 
Yet, the Ukrainian conflict highlights the strategic value of Romania, which could find itself bordering 
a Russian-controlled zone if Moscow were to dominate the entire Ukrainian coastline9. Russia is 

 
8Whose mandate, which has just come to an end, saw the transformation of Greece into a real American military corridor towards the 
Balkans and the Black Sea. 
9 According to the situation in late June 2022. 

https://www.politico.eu/article/greece-us-russia-military-energy-relation/
https://gr.usembassy.gov/ambassador-pyatts-remarks-at-alexandroupoli-port/
https://greekcitytimes.com/2021/05/08/ambassador-pyatt-alexandroupolis/
http://www.gastrade.gr/en/the-company/the-project.aspx
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/05/03/remarks-by-president-charles-michel-at-the-inauguration-of-the-construction-of-a-liquefied-natural-gas-terminal-in-alexandroupolis/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/05/03/remarks-by-president-charles-michel-at-the-inauguration-of-the-construction-of-a-liquefied-natural-gas-terminal-in-alexandroupolis/
https://www.offshore-energy.biz/gastrade-and-macedonia-cooperate-on-greek-lng-terminal/
https://www.reuters.com/article/bulgaria-greece-lng-idUSL1N2K30R6
https://twitter.com/USAmbPyatt/status/1487106848591429641
https://www.reuters.com/business/energy/greece-bulgaria-say-new-lng-terminal-will-help-cut-reliance-russia-2022-05-03/
https://balkaninsight.com/2022/05/04/moldova-and-ukraine-to-receive-gas-from-greece/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1181900/northern-greek-port-becomes-new-key-to-nato-efforts/
https://tass.com/politics/1374171
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therefore unhappy with the upgrading of this port, which highlights the chronic ineffectiveness of its 
diplomacy and soft power in Greece. In this respect, the recent expulsion of 12 Russian diplomats is, 
according to Greek intelligence, linked to new attempts by Moscow to intrude by manipulating the 
military, regional media, academics and "leaders" of the anti-vaccine movement. 
 
The rise of the strategic value of this port located near the Turkish border also irritates Ankara, leading 
to an oversensitive reaction from the pro-government press. On the one hand, it undermines Turkey's 
strategic value, which is indeed the key to Ankara's ability to maintain a low-cost ambivalence that 
would have been unforgivable to any other NATO member. On the other hand, because a US military 
presence in the region is seen by Athens as a guarantee of security, based on the assumption that the 
more Greece plays an important role in the US strategic framework, the less easy prey it is. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
IMPLICATIONS IN TERMS OF WEAPONRY 
 

As the Ukrainian conflict marks the return of conventional power as a foreign policy tool in Europe, 
it also points to the end of Greek exceptionalism, whereby Greece was the only post-Cold War 
European country to maintain a massive (and expensive) conventional military capability due to the 
perceived Turkish threat. This is rather good news for Athens, which has joined the call of European 
States to exclude military spending from the public deficit, despite the reluctance of Berlin and The 
Hague. Moreover, Greece hopes that the context of unabashed rearmament will discredit the Turkish 
demand for the demilitarization of the Eastern Aegean islands. This is an existential issue for Athens, 
as Turkey is now officially and increasingly challenging Greek sovereignty over the islands in 
question. 
 
However, this phase of Western rearmament could also lead to the lifting of restrictive measures on 
the sale of military equipment to Turkey, as evidenced by the State Department's and J. Biden’s 
favourable opinion on the modernization and sale of F-16V fighters to Turkey. This would be 
detrimental to Greece, which would see an increasing disparity in the balance of power with Turkey 
that it has been working so hard to reduce. However, as far as the American equipment is concerned, 
this would mean overcoming two obstacles: the CAATSA sanctions and a passage through Capitol 

https://en.protothema.gr/lavrov-russia-is-annoyed-for-the-us-base-in-alexandroupolis/
https://en.protothema.gr/greece-threats-from-the-russian-embassy-after-the-deportation-of-the-12-diplomats-it-will-not-be-left-without-consequences/
https://www.tovima.gr/2022/04/11/politics/i-agnosti-ereyna-tis-eyp-gia-tous-12-rosous-diplomates-olo-to-paraskinio-ton-apelaseon/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1170925/rafales-alexandroupoli-base-irk-erdogan/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1184879/
https://greekcitytimes.com/2021/01/30/turkish-media-alexandroupolis/
https://www.yenisafak.com/en/columns/ibrahimkaragul/what-is-the-purpose-of-the-american-military-buildup-in-alexandroupoli-will-western-thrace-serve-as-a-military-base-against-turkey--3584012
https://www.yenisafak.com/en/columns/bulent-orakoglu/why-is-the-us-amassing-tanks-in-greece-under-the-guise-of-war-games-is-turkey-the-target-3581143
https://www.yenisafak.com/en/columns/ibrahim-karagul/a-horrific-deal-was-made-to-topple-erdogan-us-troops-in-alexandroupoli-are-set-to-cross-the-border-an-unprecedented-betrayal-is-afoot-3585990
https://www.euractiv.com/section/politics/short_news/greek-pm-says-defence-spending-should-be-excluded-from-public-deficit/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/poland-ramp-up-defence-spending-army-ukraine-war-rages-2022-03-03/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/poland-ramp-up-defence-spending-army-ukraine-war-rages-2022-03-03/
https://www.politico.eu/article/nine-eu-capitals-blocs-deficit-rules-should-waive-defense-spending/
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/turkey/turkiye-calls-on-greece-to-demilitarize-eastern-aegean-islands/2499312
https://www.eeas.europa.eu/eeas/turkey-statement-spokesperson-sovereignty-greece-over-its-islands_en
https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/N21/275/89/PDF/N2127589.pdf?OpenElement
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2022/03/will-ukraine-crisis-help-turkey-dodge-western-arms-embargoes
https://www.reuters.com/business/aerospace-defense/biden-supports-f-16-sale-turkey-needs-congressional-approval-2022-06-30/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-12/turkey-wins-biden-backing-for-upgrades-to-its-f-16-fighter-jets
https://www.reuters.com/world/us-says-potential-f-16-sale-turkey-would-serve-us-interests-nato-letter-2022-04-06/
https://2017-2021.state.gov/the-united-states-sanctions-turkey-under-caatsa-231/index.html
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Hill, which remains difficult. Aware that it is in Congress that the battle will be waged, K. Mitsotakis 
addressed his members on the implications of arms sales to Turkey. 
 
UKRAINIAN CONFLICT AND THE "HELLENOSPHERE"10   

 

To bolster its strategy, Greece strives to mobilise the three vehicles that amplify the country's 
international influence: the maritime world, Orthodoxy and the diaspora. The Ukrainian conflict 
happens to involve them all. 
 
The maritime world 
 

The turn towards LNG is proving particularly favourable to Greek shipowners who hold nearly a 
quarter of the world's LNG transport. In addition, the know-how they possess makes it possible to 
cultivate regional synergies. They have also increased their share in the transport of Russian oil, as 
several European companies have stopped their activities due to the Ukrainian conflict11. Moreover, 
the increasing impermeability of the Russian-European borders, likely to slow down the development 
of the rail vector of the Chinese Silk Roads, could redirect part of the flows towards the Mediterranean 
and thus benefit the port of Piraeus, the first regional entry point for Chinese products.  
 
The Ukrainian conflict thus appears to be an opportunity for Greece to make a qualitative and 
quantitative breakthrough in the maritime domain, at a time when it is trying to revitalise its maritime 
status and its role in Europe's energy security, two key elements of its regional strategy. 
 
The Orthodox clergy 
 

Although Slavs, and in particular Russians, constitute the demographic substance of the Orthodox 
world, the spiritual and institutional "keys" remain mainly in Greek hands. Over the past few years, 
we have witnessed a reconfiguration of the geopolitics of Orthodoxy in which the Ecumenical 
Patriarchate, which intimately linked to Greece, plays a pivotal role. 
 
Very close to the United States, Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew used his spiritual and institutional 
power to give the Ukrainian church its independence (autocephaly) in 2018, a controversial decision. 
He thus ended the Moscow Patriarchate's centuries-old tutelage over Kyiv, thereby leading to a rupture 
between the Ecumenical Patriarchate and the Moscow Patriarchate. Bartholomew's recent recognition 
of the Archdiocese of Ohrid (Northern Macedonia), until then entirely dependent on the Serbian 
Church, confirms this desire to break the "Slavic-Orthodox" tandem, insofar as it is perceived as a 
vector of Russian influence and participates in the common project of V. Putin and the Russian 
Patriarch Cyril to cement the "Russian world". For its part, the Russian Church is now seeking to 
undermine the power of the Ecumenical Patriarchate. The stakes are rather high because on the 
perpetuation of the Greek spiritual and institutional preeminence in the Orthodox world depends the 
obstruction of Russian power strategy in its religious dimension - which Washington has perfectly 
understood - but also Athens' access to a dense and efficient international network. 
 

 
10 Term used by G. Prévélakis, professor at the Sorbonne and representative of Greece at the OECD. 
11 Hence Greece's opposition to the EU ban on the transport of Russian oil by ships flying a European flag. 

https://www.msn.com/en-gb/news/world/us-house-backs-measure-that-would-restrict-sale-of-f-16s-to-turkey/ar-AAZAtGg
https://www.yahoo.com/now/advocacy-groups-press-congress-reject-152619027.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly9kdWNrZHVja2dvLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAMTJkErxR79L6Z4ij5H0PHk0_iB3YLdLDx6qNMe6cJLXCPhmF9OzEXaBEga30U7z05ybjf6sX6mbr_4xpAjcN3JhXYUlwnKhPG-DhoB6d6v4rtLyED0lLiqklVcXIBiEIStD1unkWZKhvoiepBkLSnnzcECHNIYk8Ba-LKjT6J75
https://thehill.com/policy/international/3491378-greek-leader-warns-congress-against-weapons-sales-to-turkey/
https://www.marinelink.com/news/south-korea-dominates-lng-shipbuilding-444242
https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1129234/Greek-tanker-owners-moving-to-LNG
https://www.shippingherald.com/greeks-rule-global-lng-carrier-market/
https://www.shippingherald.com/greeks-rule-global-lng-carrier-market/
https://www.uniper.energy/news/dynagas-ltd-and-uniper-facilitated-the-charter-of-two-fsrus-for-germany
https://egyptindependent.com/greek-group-in-talks-with-egypt-for-investments-in-ship-bunkering-with-lng/
https://lloydslist.maritimeintelligence.informa.com/LL1140633/Russian-sanctions-provide-opportunity-for-Greek-shipowners
https://www.worldshipping.org/top-50-ports
https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2021/09/constantinople-patriarch-bartholomew-i-set-meet-biden-white-house
https://www.archons.org/-/vice-president-joe-biden-is-recipient-of-the-2015-athenagoras-human-rights-award
https://apnews.com/article/international-news-turkey-istanbul-bartholomew-i-mike-pompeo-44efc7873167707b71e062c73bad3212
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/dec/14/ukraine-russia-tensions-reach-greeces-holy-mount-athos
https://greekreporter.com/2018/10/15/orthodox-schism-as-russian-church-breaks-all-ties-with-constantinople-over-ukraine/
https://orthodoxtimes.com/moscow-intrusion-with-political-motives-from-the-phanar-to-the-serbian-church/
https://orthodoxtimes.com/moscow-adopted-102-clergymen-of-the-patriarchate-of-alexandria-forms-exarchate-of-africa-upd/
https://orthodoxtimes.com/extreme-challenge-by-moscow-it-wants-to-establish-an-exarchate-in-turkey/
https://greekreporter.com/2018/10/16/u-s-support-to-the-ecumenical-patriarchate-after-orthodox-schism/
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-05-09/eu-drops-plan-to-stop-tankers-moving-russian-oil-to-other-buyers
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The Greek national minority in Ukraine 
 

Founders of Mariupol in 1780 and accounting for a quarter of its 400,000 inhabitants, the Greeks of 
Ukraine are established precisely in the arch of crisis from Odessa to the Donbass. For Athens, the 
stakes are twofold: to play a leading role in their protection and, at the same time, to cement its 
rapprochement with this community - which has long been distant from Greece because of the Iron 
Curtain – in order to acquire a vector of influence in Ukraine, where Turkish penetration has 
considerably increased. On the other hand, because they live in an area where Russian influence is 
historically important, if not dominant, it is not certain that the Greeks of Ukraine as a whole pledge 
allegiance to Kyiv. In this respect, the Greek communities in Crimea and Donetsk seem to have come 
to terms with Russian tutelage. The danger of fragmentation of Ukrainian Greeks into "pro-Russian" 
and "pro-Ukrainian" is therefore real12. Moreover, it is difficult to predict what the future geographical 
distribution of Greeks will be between areas controlled by Kyiv and by Moscow.  
 
Faced with these uncertainties, Athens' resolutely pro-Ukrainian stance raises questions: if the 
territories where the Greeks live end up under Russian control, will the link with this community resist 
a second iron curtain, at a time when Greece meets all the conditions to be qualified as an unfriendly 
country by Russia? 
 
WHAT PROSPECTS ? 
 

The Ukrainian conflict confirms the Greek strategy of the last few years: that of moving away from a 
"Turkish-centric provincialism" to position itself more widely as a receptacle, producer and 
redistributor of security, capable of shaping regional developments through new alliances and a 
credible military tool. Nevertheless, Greece must increase its vigilance because its revisionist 
neighbour is entering a phase of uncertainty, and is therefore dangerous, while the Ukrainian conflict 
has an accelerating and amplifying effect. 
 
The prolongation of the war restricts the space for strategic ambivalence and transactionalism, which 
gives Ankara its freedom of action. While it can be expected to gradually adapt its strategy to this 
reality, Turkey must nevertheless work on its re-linkage to the Western strategic framework. Indeed, 
its transition to "strategic self-sufficiency", which would have spared it these difficulties, has not been 
fully completed to date, partly because of French-Hellenic synergy. In addition, the elections scheduled 
for 2023 require the Turkish president to display some successes. In the absence of a positive record, 
will he be tempted to take action against Greece or Cyprus13, an idea that is becoming more and more 
consensual among the Turkish political elite? He has shown in recent years that he would be capable 
of doing so and the Ukrainian conflict does not seem to have rendered prohibitive for Ankara the cost 
of revisionism and the use of force as a means of exercising foreign policy. 
 
Turkey has long aspired - including through military threat - to a reshaping of its relations with Greece, 
which would allow it to enshrine a balance of power that it believes has shifted in its favour over the 
past decades. It could well perceive the current context of structural reorganization of international 
relations as an opportunity to finally achieve this objective. Moreover, it would dismantle Greece's 

 
12 In this respect, V. Zelenski's choice to present two members of the Azov battalion, allegedly of Greek origin, before the Greek 
parliament is not without significance and has given rise to strong criticism. 
13 In particular by annexing the occupied part of Cyprus. 

http://ethnic.history.univ.kiev.ua/data/2003/14/articles/14.pdf
https://greekreporter.com/2021/10/22/greek-ukrainian-festival-mariupol/
https://greekreporter.com/2021/10/22/greek-ukrainian-festival-mariupol/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/greek-foreign-minister-wants-lead-humanitarian-aid-mission-mariupol-2022-03-22/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1177942/dendias-to-raise-safety-of-diaspora-greeks/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/greece-seeks-war-crimes-probe-besieged-ukrainian-port-mariupol-2022-04-07/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1179096/russian-foreign-ministry-spokeswoman-decries-greek-stance/
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2022/3/8/ukraine-war-stirs-greek-concerns-in-the-mediterranean
https://www.mid.ru/en/foreign_policy/news/1808249/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1168657/turkey-now-beyond-all-reason-says-dendias/
https://english.alarabiya.net/News/world/2022/04/21/Turkey-s-FM-says-some-NATO-allies-want-longer-Ukraine-war-to-weaken-Russia
https://www.ekathimerini.com/news/1185865/turkish-opposition-backs-erdogan-over-greek-island-claims/
https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/azov-fighter-video-overshadows-zelenskiys-address-greek-lawmakers-2022-04-07/
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attempt to extricate itself from its position of eternal strategic hostage to Turkey, an attempt whose 
success is a sine qua non condition for the successful implementation of Greece's regional strategy. It 
is precisely this dangerous situation and the choices it implies that the Greek Chief of Staff wanted to 
describe when he said that "we would rather be at the table than on the menu"14. Hence the strategy of 
curbing this Turkish mechanism by strengthening and diversifying the Greek "security portfolio", to 
which the Greek-French partnership belongs fully, but which has not yet been achieved in terms of 
rearmament. 
 
The modalities of a Turkish-Western reconnection are therefore the central issue for Athens and 
Nicosia, which do not wish to become the bargaining chip of this reconnection in the name of strategic 
necessity. From this point of view, we can expect Greece to continue strengthening its security to 
neutralize Turkish strategic harassment and to discredit the postulate of "East Mediterranean 
exceptionalism", supported by Turkey, which demands the application of alternative rules to the 
detriment of conventional law. Otherwise, the perpetuation of Turkish ambiguity is probably 
preferable for Athens: its zealousness on the Ukrainian issue will allow it to contrast with Ankara and 
remain the "safe bet" in the region, in order to collect "geopolitical dividends" and secure its borders. 
Thus, if one could expect that the complexity and the overlap of the stakes raised by the Ukrainian 
conflict would give rise to the most balanced position possible, it is precisely these stakes that have 
pushed Athens to fully embrace the American dialectic on the Ukrainian conflict, hoping to make this 
crisis the occasion for a qualitative geopolitical gain. The choice seems, at first sight, relevant, since 
the role of energy, strategic and economic interface between Europe and the Eastern Mediterranean 
implies becoming the hub of European and American interests in the region, which is not an easy task. 
Indeed, the Ukrainian conflict has increased the strategic convergence between Europe and the United 
States, has diminished Germany, traditionally close to Ankara, and has not led to a "strategic re-
domestication" of Turkey that would have restored it as the centerpiece of the Western strategic 
apparatus in the region. Against the backdrop of the energy crisis, Athens perceived this situation as a 
rare opportunity to push its agenda, Given the above, its posture on the Ukrainian conflict could not 
have been different. 
 
However, this ambitious choice will be tested by three major unknowns. First, is the nature of future 
Russian-Western relations, which will determine the cost to Greece of moving away from its traditional 
position towards Russia. Second, Turkey's choices between now and the elections scheduled for 2023 
and the situation that will emerge from them. Finally, the question of who, between the Turks and the 
West, will end up having the upper hand in defining the modalities of the reorganization of their 
strategic relationship. 
  

 
14 At the Delphi Economic Forum on 8 April 2022. 

https://www.in.gr/2022/05/16/english-edition/biden-thanks-mitsotakis-supporting-ukraine-says-us-greece-relations-peak-2/
https://primeminister.gr/en/2022/05/17/29339
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